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Abstract. In Japan, Tokai Power Station, which is Gas Cooled Reactor and is used graphite as moderator,
was ceased the operation at the end of March in 1998 and it is planned to transfer to decommissioning stage. In
this decommissioning stage it is very important to be able to treat and dispose the graphite waste in order to carry
out the decommissioning safely and economically. NUPEC has been developing the graphite treatment and
disposal technology since 1997 and we introduce the outline of the technical development.

For the technology on high density packing into disposal container, the high density packing method and
the assessment method on nuclide leaching characteristics were developed, and the cementing test for graphite
powder by using Tokai spare graphite was performed and the hydrophobic characteristics between graphite and
cement was grasped and the accelerator candidature for affinity was selected.

From the view point of economical treatment, the incinerating technology was selected as candidature,
and the methods for incinerating graphite and treating off gas are developed. The method of collecting C-14 in
off gas was selected for reducing the off gas radiation level.

The applicability of actual graphite treatment technology was considered from the view point of safety,
economic and preparation of technical standard, the technical theme was appeared, the developing planning items
was established, and the detailed and actual scale tests will be carried out according to the planning.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first commercial nuclear power plant to be decommissioned in Japan is the Tokai
Power Station. This plant is a Gas Cooled Reactor and uses graphite blocks as the neutron
moderator. For this first decommissioning of a commercial nuclear power plant in Japan to be
successful, it is very important that the graphite waste generated from decommissioning the
GCR be treated and disposed of safely and rationally. NUPEC has been developing processing
technology for graphite blocks since 1997, including technology for high-density packing into
disposal containers, incineration and off gas treatment technology, and fundamental data
acquisition for safety assessment.

NUPEC is currently involved in investigation of and partial testing of the above. An
overview of the technical development for graphite treatment will be introduced below.

2. PURPOSE OF THE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

2.1 High Density packing technology

The graphite blocks removed from the reactor core are radioactive material, classified as
high p y waste. In Japan, a nation-wide investigation into underground disposal sites has
begun for high p y waste, taking into account the acceptance of waste from the dismantled
reactor. The underground disposal cost per waste volume, however, is estimated to be
considerably high, due to the difficulty of site purchase owing to the limited space in Japan or
the severe technological standards to meet high safety requirements. These circumstances
have made it very important to improve the packing factor of the graphite blocks stored in
disposal containers and to reduce the number of required containers.



2.2 Incineration and off gas treatment technology

In addition to underground disposal, investigation is also made into the incineration
option of graphite waste. In this option, off gas containing radioactive material is generated,
the major ingredient of which is C-14 having a half-life of 5700 years. To realize graphite
incineration it is necessary to establish technology for the separation and elimination of C-14
in the off gas.

3. TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF GRAPHITE WASTE TREATMENT

3.1. High density graphite packing technology

The graphite blocks used in the reactor core of the gas cooled reactor have a center hole
for fuel charging. Storage of the graphite blocks in this condition, without any treatment, in
the disposal container would significantly reduce the packing factor. Therefore, the packing
factor can be improved by cutting some graphite blocks longitudinally and filling them into
the hole for fuel charging and into the free spaces between the hexagonal blocks and the
container. In consideration of these measures for improving the packing factor, technical items
that require further verification and required fundamental data items are as follows.

Mortaring of the graphite waste
Powder dust produced by cutting graphite

(1) Mortaring of the Graphite Waste

Graphite is fundamentally "hydrophobia" By mortaring the graphite stored in the
container for the purpose of solidification, it was feared that cavities would develop because
surfaces of graphite would not adhere to the mortar. Graphite powder, which is generated by
cutting the graphite, must also be solidified by mortar. The separation of graphite powder
from mortar paste containing plenty of water was also feared.

First, such fundamental data as the "wetting angle" of graphite to water using graphite
specimens was acquired. These specimens were made from non-activated graphite of the same
lot as those used in the core of a gas-cooled reactor but had not been mounted in the core.
These results proved that the graphite was hydrophobic, but only to the extent of rubber, for
which, among miscellaneous wastes, mortaring had proved to be successful and that no
problem such as gap development will occur by mortaring solid graphite. The results are
shown in Figure 1.

Next, under the assumption that the graphite powder would be mixed into mortar paste,
small-scale testing was performed to verify whether graphite powder would mix uniformly.
To disperse graphite powder uniformly, addition of an affinity promotion reagent is necessary.
The test result is shown in Figure 2. Several candidate reagents which had been
conventionally used were compared and the optimal conditions were selected based on
considerations of the fluidity and solidification time.

Tests shall be continued hereafter to determine whether the powder can be dispersed and
solidified uniformly by means of forced physical mixing instead of by chemical additives.
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Fig. 1. Concept for high density packing of graphite in a container.

(2) Generation of powder dust by cutting graphite

It is necessary to cut the graphite blocks by remote operation so that they may be packed
in high density. Upon comparison of several cutting methods, the band saw was selected for
this purpose. Because the graphite powder dust itself was highly radioactive material, data
including generated quantity and particle diameter distribution were acquired for both the
minute particle dust floating in the atmosphere and for the dust collected from the floor, which
had fallen from the cutting. The former data shall be utilized for designing the barrier and
ventilator for cutting facilities. The latter data shall be utilized for selecting mortaring material
and the mortar mixing method, assuming solidification of the waste in disposal containers.
Figure 3 shows the test equipment.
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Graphite powder became uniform
by adding chemical reagent.

Coagulating times did not
vary from the standard case.

S: Standard (no powder, no reagent)
With Graphite Powder

A1,A2: Reagent A 0.25%, 0.5%
B: Reagent B 0.25%
C: Reagent C 0.25%
D: Reagent D 0.25%

Fig. 2. The test result of graphite powder homogenization in mortar.

Furthermore, similar as for the cutting dust, data of the generated quantity and particle
diameter distribution were collected for the graphite dust which is generated by rubbing
blocks together when removing them from the core. Figure 4 shows the test results. These
results showed that removal of 30,000 pieces of graphite blocks generated only several grams
of dust particle through rubbing. From the standpoint of safety, it was confirmed that no
dangers existed.

3.2 Off gas treatment in incineration

Assuming incineration of core graphite under various conditions, costs were compared
with that of underground disposal. From these results, it was concluded that incineration is
more cost-effective even when additional costs are required for incineration equipment. To
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Fig. 3. Test tool for graphite powder by cutting with saw.

realize graphite incineration, however, the treatment of off gas is important. The major
radioactive material emitted through graphite waste incineration is C-14. Removal of this C-
14 is essential for reduction of the radioactive material. However, chemical fixing of carbonic
acid gas, in which C-14 was removed, into a material such as calcium carbonate increases the
volume of the waste. An effective method may be the isotopic separation of CO2 and CO first,
which include C-14 and are contained in the off gas, and then carbon recovery through
deoxidization. Figure 5 shows the basic flow of the procedure for graphite incineration until
off gas treatment. Based upon this basic flow, the necessary technical items were identified.

Hereafter, we will acquire such data as isotope separation factors by performing small-
scale investigations and will apply this data to realize conceptual designs of actual processes.

4. CONCLUSION

The underground disposal of graphite removed from the reactor core was investigated
from the viewpoint of reduction of underground disposal cost. By cutting a portion of the
graphite blocks using a mechanical cutting machine such as a band saw and packing them in
waste disposal containers, fundamental data was acquired for the high density storage concept
and it was proven that this concept could exist rationally.
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Fig. 4. The result of graphite powder diameter distribution.
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Fig. 5. Conceptual design of isotope separation of C-14 after incineration.

The incineration disposal of graphite removed from the reactor core was investigated
from the viewpoint of reduction of the radioactive material inventory emitted into the
atmosphere. A system concept was established in which C-14 in the off gas is first isotopically
separated in the form of either CO2 or CO, and then recovered as carbon by deoxidization.

Technical problems that should be cleared in the future for both of these disposal
options were identified and verification test plans were established. Through execution of
various tests based upon established verification test plans, we hope to realize safe and
rational treatment and disposal of the graphite waste.
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